INTRODUCTION
The U. S. Geological Survey has recently measured and sampled the Phosphoria formation at many localities in Idaho and other western states. These data. will not be fully synthesized and analyzed for several years, but segments of the data, accompanied by little or no interpretation, are published as preliminary reports as they are assembled. This report, which contains abstracts -of many of the sections measured in southeastern Idaho ( fig. 1 ), is one of this series and is the fourth report on Idaho; it includes about half the data gathered in Idaho in 1949. The field and laboratory procedures adopted in these investigations are described rather fully in a previous report (McKelvey and others, 1953a) .
Many people have taken part in this investigation, which was organized and supervised by V. E. McKelvey. It is a pleasure to acknowledge the fine cooperation extended to the field parties by the local residents, property owners, and operating phosphate companies, who furnished information and services and gave access to property. A. J. Winters, SuperintendentoftheMontpelier Schools; E. M. Norris, C. T. Russell, andL. 
STRATIGRAPHY OF THE PHOSPHORIA FORMATION IN SOUTHEASTERN IDAHO
At its type locality in southeastern Idaho (Richards and Mansfield, 19 i2), the Phosphoria formation consists of a lower member, the phosphatic shale, about 180 feet thick and an upper member, the Rex chert, about 240 feet thick; another member, a thinbedded cherty mudstone 15 to 75 feet thick, overlies the Rex chert member in most of southeastern Idaho and western Wyoming, although it is not well defined at the type locality.
The Phosphoria formation overlies the Pennsylvanian Wells formation and underlies the Triassic Dinwoody formation. The upper 50 to 75 feet of the Wells formation cG:msists of a gray fossiliferous cherty limestone thatcontains some thin phosphatic layers. It may be the correlative of the lowermost member (A member) of the Phosphoria formation in Montana and the lower limestone member of the Park City formation in Utah (McKelvey, 1949) .
In southeastern Idaho most of the phosphatic beds are in the phosphatic shale member, and it is on this member that most of our studies have been focused. It consists of many thin layers, some of which persist over the whole area . They may be grouped into several broad units, as ·yet unnamed, as shown in figure 2.
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTIONS
Abstracts of stratigraphic sections measured at seven localities, and the available analytical data, are presented in the following pages. Their locations, as well as the locations of sections reported previously (McKelvey and others, 1953a and b, and O'Malley and others, 1953) and of others to be reported later, are shown in f:igure 1.
The semiqw;mtitative spectrographic analyses are based upon comparisons with a standard plate representing known quantities of the elements tested for and made at the same exposure. Greater sensitivities for many elements can be obtained by additional exposures. The standard sensitivities for the elements noted in this report are listed below:
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Samples 4501-4509-RGW and 4512-4520-RGW collected in second trench 400 feet up gulley. Beds P-4 through P-18 much crumpled and weathered. Samples 4512-RGW and 4513-RGW are equivalent to 5104-RAS and 5105-RAS, respectively. 
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